A ring R is called a right Ikeda-Nakayama ring (right IN-ring) if the left annihilator of the intersection of any two right ideals is the sum of the two left annihilators. In this paper we show that if R is a right IN-ring and A and B are right ideals of R that are complements of each other, there exists an idempotent e in R such that A = eR and B = 1 − e R As a consequence we show that R is right selfinjective if and only if M 2 R is a right IN-ring. It is also shown that R is a dual ring if and only if R is a left and right IN-ring and the dual of every simple right R-module is simple. Finally, we prove that R is quasi-Frobenius if and only if R is a left perfect, left and right IN-ring, extending work on both selfinjective rings and dual rings. Several examples are provided to show that our results are non-trivial extensions of the known results on the subject. © 2000 Academic Press A well known result of Ikeda and Nakayama [6] asserts that if a ring R is right selfinjective then l A ∩ B = l A + l B for all right ideals A and B of R, * 1001
where l X denotes the left annihilator of X We call a ring R a right IkedaNakayama ring (right IN-ring) if it satisfies Condition (*). Other examples include right uniserial rings and right uniform domains. Hajarnavis and Norton [5] showed that every dual ring is a right (and left) IN-ring where, following Kaplansky [7] , they called R a dual ring if every right or left ideal of R is an annihilator. The ring of integers is an example of a commutative, noetherian IN-ring that is not selfinjective and is not a dual ring.
A ring R is called a right CS-ring if every right ideal of R is essential in a direct summand of R. In a recent study, Page and Zhou [14] , using techniques of Hajarnavis and Norton, show that a right IN-ring R is a right CS-ring if either the right singular ideal Z R R is nil, or Z R R ⊆ J R and the left annihilator of each essential right ideal is an ideal. In this paper we show that if R is a right IN-ring (with no additional assumptions) and A and B are right ideals of R that are complements of each other, there exists an idempotent e in R such that A = eR and B = 1 − e R This is equivalent to saying that every right IN-ring is right quasi-continuous (that is, every right ideal of R is essential in a direct summand of R R and eR ⊕ fR is a summand of R R whenever e and f are idempotents of R such that eR ∩ fR = 0 As a consequence, we show that R is right selfinjective if and only if the 2 × 2 matrix ring M 2 R is a right IN-ring.
We also prove that a ring R is a dual ring if and only if R is a left and right IN-ring and the dual of every simple right R-module is simple. Finally we show that a ring R is quasi-Frobenius if and only if R is a left perfect left and right IN-ring, extending the work of Osofsky on selfinjective rings and that of Hajarnavis and Norton on dual rings. We provide an example of a two-sided artinian right IN-ring which is not a left IN-ring and so is not quasi-Frobenius.
Throughout this paper R always denotes an associative ring with unity, and all R-modules are unital. We write J = J R for the Jacobson radical of R If M R is a right R-module, we write Z M and soc M respectively, for the singular submodule and the socle of M. The notations N ⊆ ess M and N ⊆ max M mean that that N is an essential (respectively, maximal) submodule of M We write M n R for the ring of n × n matrices over R Left annihilators will be denoted as l Y = r ∈ R ry = 0 for all y ∈ Y with a similar notation for right annihilators r Y Our first result is a version of the Ikeda-Nakayama lemma that reveals another situation where Condition (*) holds. Proposition 1. Let A and B be right ideals of R such that every R-linear map A + B → R extends to R. Then
Proof. If x ∈ l A ∩ B then γ A + B → R is well defined by γ a + b = xa where a ∈ A and b ∈ B so γ is left multiplication by some c ∈ R by hypothesis. Hence for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B we have ca = γ a + 0 = xa and cb = γ 0 + b = 0 Thus x − c ∈ l A and c ∈ l B so x = x − c + c ∈ l A + l B This proves that l A ∩ B ⊆ l A + l B the other inclusion always holds. The last statement is clear. 
Recall that a right ideal
(1) If x ∈ rl A then l A ⊆ l x so R = l x and x = 0 (2) If l A ⊆ J then R = J + l x and again l x = R so that x = 0 (3) This follows from (1).
We now come to our main result about right IN-rings. Since f = 1 − e it suffices to show that f is an idempotent. As A ⊕ B ⊆ ess R R it is enough to show that efR ∩ A ⊕ B = 0 Suppose efr = a + b where r ∈ R a ∈ A and b ∈ B Then we have e 2 f 2 r = 0 because ef = fe and eB = 0 = fA Since r e = r e 2 and r f = r f 2 this gives efr = 0 as required.
Condition (2) in Theorem 3 has the following alternate form.
Corollary 4. If P ∩ Q = 0 are right ideals in a right IN-ring, there exists
Proof. Let B ⊇ Q be a complement of P and then let A ⊇ P be a complement of B Then P ⊆ ess A as is easily verified. Moreover B is a complement of A by condition (3) preceding Lemma 2, so Theorem 3 completes the proof.
The property in Corollary 4 is stronger than the C1 condition, one of the following conditions on a ring R originally introduced by Utumi [15] : C1. Every nonzero right ideal is essential in a direct summand of R C2. Every right ideal that is isomorphic to a direct summand of R is itself a direct summand. 
Theorem 5. Every right IN-ring is right quasi-continuous.
The converse to Theorem 5 is false by the following example.
= 0 for all i = j and x 2 i = x 2 j = m = 0 for all i and j Then R is a commutative local ring with J = span m x 1 x 2 · · · and R has simple essential socle J 2 = 2 m. In particular, R is uniform and so satisfies C1; C2 also holds because r a = 0 a ∈ R implies that a is a unit. Hence R is continuous. To see that R is not an IN-ring, let S be the ideal generated by x 1 + x 2 x 1 + x 4 x 1 + x 2k and let T be the ideal generated by
∈ A then, since T contains m and all x k with k ≥ 3 odd, we may assume that q has the form q = x 1 + p or q = p where p denotes a sum of terms x 2i with i ≥ 1 Thus x 1 p = 0 Let x 2n n ≥ 1 be the largest term in p so that
= m again a contradiction. Hence q ∈ A and we have shown that r S = A A similar argument works for r T proving the claim.
It follows from the claim that r
Note that a right IN-ring need not satisfy C2 as the ring of integers shows. On the other hand, if F is a field the ring R = (1) is obvious. Given (1), S = M 2 R is right quasi-continuous by Theorem 5. Write S = e 11 S ⊕ e 22 S where e ii is the matrix unit. Then e ii S is e jj S-injective for i = j by [10 Every dual ring is clearly right and left Kasch. We are going to characterize the dual rings in terms of the IN-rings, and the next lemma will be needed.
Lemma 9.
Assume that R is right Kasch and that, for all x ∈ R and all right ideals A of R Rx ⊆ ess lr x and l A ∩ xR = l A + l x Then rl A = A for all right ideals A of R Proof. Suppose that y ∈ rl A y / ∈ A so that l A ⊆ l y Consider the right ideal K = k ∈ R yk ∈ A Because yK ⊆ A gives A ∩ yR = yK our hypothesis yields l yK = l A ∩ yR = l A + l y = l y We obtain the desired contradiction by showing that l K = 0 contrary to the Kasch hypothesis. Since Ry ⊆ ess lr y (by hypothesis) and l K ⊆ lr y (because r y ⊆ K it suffices to show that Ry ∩ l K = 0 But ry ∈ l K r ∈ R means r ∈ l yK = l y so ry = 0
Theorem 10. A ring R is a dual ring if and only if R is a left and right IN-ring and the dual of every simple right R-module is simple.
Proof. Assume that the conditions are satisfied. Then R is right Kasch, and it is left Kasch by Theorem 3 and [17, Theorem 1] . Hence R is a dual ring by Lemmas 2 and 9. Conversely, R is a left and right IN-ring by [5, Lemma 3.1 ] . If T ⊆ max R R it remains to show that l T ∼ = hom R/T R is simple. We have l T = 0 because rl T = T Let 0 = x ∈ l T Then T = rl T ⊆ r x = R so T = r x Hence l T = lr x = Rx
We are going to prove that every left perfect, right and left IN-ring is quasi-Frobenius. We begin with two results of independent interest about semiperfect rings. For convenience, we say that a ring R is I-finite if it has no infinite sets of orthogonal idempotents. It is not difficult to prove that an I-finite right C2-ring has the property that monomorphisms R R → R R are epic. This condition arises in the next two results.
Lemma 11. Let M R be a module and suppose
Proof. It is enough to prove that end U i is local for each i Given α ∈ end U i we have ker α ∩ ker 1 − α = 0 in U i so either α or 1 − α is monic. But a routine argument shows that monomorphisms in end U i are epic, and the lemma follows.
Theorem 12. The following conditions on a ring R are equivalent:
(1) R is a semiperfect, right continuous ring. 
(4) R is a right quasi-continuous, I-finite ring in which monomorphisms
Proof. (1)⇒(2). Let a 1 R ⊇ a 2 R ⊇ · · · where each a k R is projective, a k ∈ R Since R satisfies the right C2-condition, a k R = e k R for some e 2 k = e k ∈ R Now (2) follows because R is I-finite.
(2)⇒(3). Assume that R satisfies (2), so it is clearly I-finite. Hence R = e 1 R ⊕ · · · ⊕ e n R where the e i are orthogonal primitive idempotents. Moreover, each e k R is uniform because it is a CS-module, so R is semiperfect by Lemma 11. Since J = Z R R this implies that R has the right C2-condition by [16, Lemma 1.1], and (3) follows.
(3)⇒(4). The DCC implies that R is I-finite. If α R R → R R is monic then α is left multiplication by a = α 1 where r a = 0 and we must show that aR = R But if aR = R then a 2 R = aR and we obtain R aR a 2 R · · · a contradiction because a k R ∼ = aR ∼ = R is projective for each k (4)⇒(1). Assume (4). Since R is I-finite, write 1 = e 1 + · · · + e n where the e i are orthogonal primitive idempotents. Hence R = e 1 R ⊕ · · · ⊕ e n R and each e k R is uniform because it is a CS-module. Thus R is semiperfect by Lemma 11. So, in order to show that R is continuous, it suffices by [16, Lemma 1.1] to prove that J = Z R R We have Z R R ⊆ J because every right ideal T J in a semiperfect ring contains a nonzero idempotent. Conversely, if a ∈ J it suffices to prove that each e i a ∈ Z R R we do it for e 1 a Since each e k R is uniform, it is enough to show that r e 1 a ∩ e k R = 0 for each k = 1 2 n If k = 1 suppose that r e 1 a ∩ e 1 R = 0 Then x → e 1 ax is a monomorphism e 1 R → e 1 R and so is epic by (4) . This means e 1 R = e 1 ae 1 R a contradiction because a ∈ J and e 2 1 = e 1 = 0 So assume that r e 1 a ∩ e k R = 0 for some k = 1 Then the map f e 1 ae k R → e k R is well defined by f e 1 ae k r = e k r But R is right quasi-continuous by (4) , so e k R is e 1 R-injective (see [10, Proposition 2.10] ). Hence there existŝ f e 1 R → e k R extending f 0 → e 1 ae k R → e 1 R f ↓ f e k R Iff e 1 = b ∈ e k R we have e k =f e 1 ae k = be 1 ae k Again this is a contradiction because a ∈ J So r e 1 a ∩ e k R = 0 when k = 1 and (1) [5, Corollary 5.3] that every left perfect dual ring is QF. The following theorem extends both these results.
Theorem 13. Every left perfect, left and right IN-ring is quasi-Frobenius.
Proof. Let R be a left perfect, left and right IN-ring. Then R is left and right quasi-continuous by Theorem 5. Since R is left perfect, it has DCC on principal right ideals and so is right continuous by Theorem 12. Since R is left perfect we have soc R R ⊆ ess R R so R is left and right Kasch by [12, Lemma 4.16] . It follows that R is a dual ring by Lemma 9. By [5, Theorem 5.3] every cyclic right (and left) R-module is finite dimensional. But every cyclic right R-module has essential socle because R is right semiartinian (being left perfect). Thus every cyclic right R-module has finitely generated, essential socle, and so R is right artinian by [8, Proof. R is right quasi-continuous by Theorem 5, so R is a semiperfect, right continuous ring by (4) of Theorem 12. Hence J = Z R R so J is nilpotent by the ACC on right annihilators [9] . Thus R is semiprimary and the result follows from Theorem 13.
Example 6 gives a commutative, local, semiprimary, continuous ring with J 3 = 0 which is not artinian, and hence not quasi-Frobenius. By contrast, the next example exhibits a left and right artinian, right IN-ring which is not quasi-Frobenius.
Example 15. The following example is essentially due to Björk [1, p. 70] . Given a field F and an isomorphism a →ā from F →F ⊂ F let R be the right F-space on basis 1 t with multiplication given by t 2 = 0 and at = tā for all a ∈ F Then R is a local ring, and the only right ideals are 0 J and R Hence R is a right artinian, right IN-ring in which rl T = T for every right ideal T of R However, R need not be left artinian (indeed R need not be left finite dimensional), and it need not be a left IN-ring. Hence R is neither right nor left selfinjective. If the dimension of F overF is finite, then R is a right and left artinian, right IN-ring which is not a left IN-ring (and hence not quasi-Frobenius).
If R is a ring and R V R is a bimodule, the trivial extension T R V of R by V is the additive group R ⊕ V with multiplication r + v s + w = rs + rw + vs Example 16. We construct commutative, local IN-ring R with simple essential socle which is not Kasch and not principally injective. (By contrast Example 6 is a commutative, local, principally injective ring with simple essential socle which is not an IN-ring.) Let 2 ∞ denote the Prüfer group whose only subgroups are 0 ⊂ x 1 ⊂ x 2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ 2 ∞ and where 2x i+1 = x i for each i ≥ 1 Writing V = 2 ∞ for convenience, the trivial extension R = T V is a is a commutative, local ring with J = 0 + V and with simple essential socle 0 + x 1 However, R is not principally injective because 3r → r from 3R → R does not extend to R R is not Kasch since R/3R ∼ = 3 does not embed in R and R does not satisfy the right C2-condition because 3R ∼ = R but 3R = R On the other hand, since V = 2 ∞ is a divisible group, it can be verified that the only ideals of R are nR = n + 0 R where 0 < n ∈ and 0 + H where H ⊆ V is a subgroup. We claim that R is an IN-ring. Since 0 + H ⊆ nR for all subgroups H of V and all 0 < n ∈ , and since Condition (*) holds whenever the two right ideals are comparable, we must show that l nR ∩ n R = l nR + l n R for all positive integers n and n One verifies that l nR = 0 + l V n and that l V m2 t = x t whenever m is odd and t ≥ 0 (we take x 0 = 0 If we write n = m2 t and n = m 2 t , then nR ∩ n R = n R where n = lcm n n = m 2 t , m = lcm m m and t = max t t But then l nR ∩ n R = 0 + l V n = 0 + x t = 0 + x t + 0 + x t = l nR + l n R as required.
